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Activity Six
Motivational Planner

Staying on track to meeting your goals can be hard. Some people struggle finding the 

motivation to move forward on their life plan. A good way to stay motivated is to reward 

yourself at every stage. Each time a goal is reached, no matter how small, give yourself a 

reward. This can be a special meal you enjoy. It can be a small gift to yourself. It can be an 

outing you’ve been meaning to take part in. This is just one way to stay motivated.

Do some research. Come up with your own plan to stay motivated. Brainstorm your ideas. 

Then, write up your plan below.

I’M GRATEFUL FOR...

TO-DO: APPOINTMENTS

_____________________________________
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_____________________________________

_____________________________________
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2.

3.

4.

REMINDERS

ACHIEVEMENTS
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Goal-Setting Tips

Goals are things a person wants to reach. Goals help you plan for your future. Goal-

setting is the process of making a plan to inspire someone to reach their goal. Setting 

goals is important to start new behaviors. It helps direct your attention. It helps keep the 

momentum of working towards something. Below is a series of tips to setting goals. Use this 

form to be successful when setting new goals.

1. Research. What have you learned from past failures?

Activity Five

2. Think ahead. What are the disadvantages of NOT achieving your goal?

What are the advantages of NOT achieving your goal?

3. Obstacles. List some things that may get in the way of achieving your goal.

4. Solutions. List some of the things that will help fight against these obstacles.

5. Support. Ask for help from others. What advice can they share with you?

6. Celebrate. Remember to take time to celebrate when a milestone is reached. Rewarding 

the little steps to reaching your goal will help motivate you.

7. Focus. Stay focused on your goal or big picture. Remember what you’re working towards.
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Do Your Values Make You Happy?

Values are things you believe are important in the way you live your life. Values help 
decide your priorities. They help decide how to measure your life. When things don’t 
line up with your values, this will lead to an unhappy life. When your actions do line up 
with your values, this shows you have integrity. Below is a series of scenarios. Determine 
whether the person will be happy based on the provided values.

1. Hunter values family. He works as a transport driver. His job takes him away from home a 
lot. Is Hunter happy? Explain.

 ○ Yes  ○ No

2. Meilin doesn’t value competition. She plays in a baseball league with her friends. She 
does value friendship. Is Meilin happy? Explain.

 ○ Yes  ○ No

3. Omar values success. He does not value weakness. He is working on a group project. 
He’s hoping to get a promotion afterward. Some of his co-workers are not pulling their 
weight. They are having trouble with the assignment. Is Omar happy?

 ○ Yes  ○ No

Answers will vary, but may include: 

1. No, Hunter is not happy. Although his job lets him provide for his family, he doesn’t get to spend as much time with them as he 

would like. 

2. Yes, Meilin is happy. Even though she doesn’t value competition, she does value friendship. Playing in a baseball league with her 

friends lets her spend time with them.

3. No, Omar is not happy. He sees some of his co-workers as weak. He is worried he will not be successful.
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The Mandela Effect Quiz

The Mandela Effect is when you have vivid memories of something that proves to be false. 

This term was coined by Fiona Broome. She remembered falsely that Nelson Mandela had 

died in prison in the 1980s. Below is a list of some common examples of the Mandela Effect. 

How many of these are you familiar with? Do you remember things wrong?

1. What colors are Uncle Sam’s hat?

  a) Red and white.    b) Blue and white.

2. How do you spell this popular candy bar?

  a) KitKat      b) Kit-Kat

3. How do you spell this popular deli meat company?

  a) Oscar Meyer     b) Oscar Mayer

4. How do you spell this popular cereal name?

  a) Cap’n Crunch     b) Captain Crunch

5. Which airline is real?

  a) Alaska Airlines     b) Alaskan Airlines

6. How do you spell this Disney villain’s name?

  a) Cruella de Vil     b) Cruella DeVille

7. What does the Evil Queen say in Disney’s Snow White?

  a) Magic mirror on the wall.   b) Mirror, mirror on the wall.

8. What famous line is said in the movie Field of Dreams?

  a) If you build it, they will come.  b) If you build it, he will come.

Activity Three

Answers: 1. b); 2. a); 3. b); 4. a); 5. a); 6. a); 7. a); 8. b)
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Realizing Your Vision Walkthrough

A life vision will help guide you through life. It will help you make decisions that lead to 

accomplishments. When planning your life vision, follow the tips below.

Tell the truth: Don’t lie to yourself about your current life. Don’t make the same mistakes 

over and over again.

What is one truth about your current life? What is one mistake you make over and over again?

Activity Two

Overcome obstacles: Be familiar with things that hold you back. Come up with strategies 

to fight them.

What is one thing that holds you back? List at least 3 strategies to help fight it.

Narrow your focus: Limit the number of choices you’re faced with. This will let you make 

careful decisions.

Choose just one of your strategies from above. Why do you think this is your best option?

Know yourself: Ask yourself key questions. Get to know what drives you. You will be able 

to make your vision a reality.

What’s your biggest motivation? Why do you want your life to change?

Get back up when you fall:  It’s okay to fail. Just remember to try again.  

What is the worst-case scenario? How could you come back from it?
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Activity One
Principles of Changing Your Current Reality

Your current reality is when you all of a sudden realize what’s happening in the present, 

and how it affects the future. Maybe you’re not in the place you imagined you would be 

at this time. Maybe you want to be further along in your career than you currently are. 

Defining your current reality can be hard. Follow the principles below to help change your 

current reality.

First, ask yourself the following questions about your current reality:

Where are you physically? 

Where are you mentally?

Where are you emotionally? 

Where are you socially? 

Where are you spiritually? 

Do you often feel like you’re hanging on by a thread?       ○ Yes         ○ No

Reflect: What would you change about your life?

Act: Imagine the change you would make. What is one outcome from this change?

Heal: Understand that by changing your inner vision, you will change your outer vision.

What change will you make to your inner vision?

How will this change your outer vision?
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1. Xavier lives in Alaska. His family goes hunting regularly. They sell the meat and skins for a  

 living. They have been doing this for generations. Xavier is looking forward to running the  

 business when he gets older. What factors are affecting Xavier’s identity?

2. Chidinma volunteered at an animal shelter during high   

 school. She liked working with animals. She decided to go   

 to veterinary college. She is hoping to get a job at the  

 same animal shelter. What factors are affecting  

 Chidinma’s identity?

3.   With a straight line, connect each word on the left with its meaning on the right.

identity

confidence

adapt

persistence

self-assessment

factor

Being sure of yourself.

To continue or keep going.

How a person sees themselves.

Something that affects something else.

Changes based on circumstances.

Getting to know yourself.

1

3

2

4

5

6

A

B

C

D

E

F
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Your Personal Identity
1.  Put a checkmark (3) next to the answer that is most correct. 

 a) What TWO questions does your identity answer? Choose 2.

   A Who am I?

   B Where am I going?

   C What am I? 

   D Who will I become?

 b) What factor does NOT impact your identity?

   A family

   B weather

   C culture 

   D interests

a) Uzza once had a good experience with a police officer. Now she wants to work 

in security. 

  BODY THEORY   MEMORY THEORY    

b) Ha-rin plays soccer for her college team. She has played soccer since she was  
 very little. 

   BODY THEORY MEMORY THEORY       

c) Bruno cut his hand when he was little. Years later, he still has the scar. 

   BODY THEORY MEMORY THEORY    

2. Label each scenario as an example of the body theory or the memory theory.
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Your Personal Identity
The next step in creating a life plan is doing a self-

assessment. This means getting to know yourself. To do 

this, you must make your own personal identity. Personal 

identity is how you see yourself as different from others. 

This can change as you go through life. It adapts to your 

life experiences. Your identity will answer the questions 

“who am I?” and “who will I become?”

Identity is made by many factors in your life. Things like  

society and family. Like ethnicity and culture. Like environment 

and opportunities. Like media and interests. Like appearance, 

expression and experiences. Defining your personal identity 

helps you become a stronger person. You gain confidence in 

knowing your strengths and weaknesses. 

Identity Traits:

• Interests

• Likes & Dislikes

• Talents & Abilities

• Values & Beliefs

• Goals

Get to know you! List some of your strengths and weaknesses below.

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

Having a unique sense of self lets you stand  
out from your peers.
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3. You read about the body theory and memory theory. Do some more research. Do you   

 agree with either of these theories? Do you have your own theory about how identity  

 is measured? Use examples from your own life to support your opinion. 

Graphic Organizer

4. Use the graphic organizer on page 12 to map out your own personal identity. 

 There are 5 identity traits: interests, likes & dislikes, talents & abilities, values & beliefs, and  

 goals. Interests include hobbies. Talents and abilities include strengths and weaknesses. Fill  

 out the chart to present your own personal identity following these traits.

Your Personal Identity
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Values are things you believe are important in the way you live your life. Values help 

decide your priorities. They help decide how to measure your life. They also differ from 

person to person. How do your values affect your life? Below is a list of values. Determine 

how important each are to you. Select very important, somewhat important, or not at all 

important for each value below.

15

How Important Are Values to You?

3

Commitment (Ex: making a promise)

 Very Important   Somewhat Important   Not at All Important

Passion (Ex: feeling strongly)

 Very Important   Somewhat Important   Not at All Important

Dependability (Ex: to be trusted)

 Very Important   Somewhat Important   Not at All Important

Honesty (Ex: telling the truth)

 Very Important   Somewhat Important   Not at All Important

Loyalty (Ex: being faithful)

 Very Important   Somewhat Important   Not at All Important

Efficiency (Ex: not being wasteful)

 Very Important   Somewhat Important   Not at All Important

Reliability (Ex: to give support)

 Very Important   Somewhat Important   Not at All Important

Optimism (Ex: feeling hopeful and confident)

 Very Important   Somewhat Important   Not at All Important

Positivity (Ex: being happy and joyful)

 Very Important   Somewhat Important   Not at All Important
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TRUE FALSE     a)  A successful life vision will balance all components equally.

TRUE FALSE     b) Your identity will answer the questions “who am I?” and “who was I?”

TRUE FALSE     c) When creating a life plan, put strengths and weaknesses in order  
     of what’s most important.

TRUE FALSE     d) When your actions line up with your values, this shows you have  
     integrity.

TRUE FALSE     e) People who write down their goals have trouble reaching them.

TRUE FALSE     f) You need a life plan if you find it easy to make decisions.  
    

Comprehension Quiz

Part B

SUBTOTAL:       /8
19

2

23

6

Part A

 Circle   TRUE if the statement is TRUE or FALSE if it is FALSE. 

 Put a checkmark (3) next to the answer that is most correct. 

 a) Which is NOT a way to get rid of roadblocks?

   A Find the root cause.

   B Take action.

   C Brainstorm solutions. 

   D Place blame on others.

 b) Which is NOT a type of value?

   A Character

   B Financial

   C Personal 

   D Work
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Across
3. Being able to change to new conditions.
6. What you see your dream life to be.
8. Things you want to reach.
12. Looking at yourself.
13. This helps to organize things.
14. A detailed summary of something.
15. Having strong morals.

adapt
breakdown
commitment
confidence
dependability
goals
integrity
motivation
outline
persistence
priorities
roadblocks
self-assessment
values
vision

Word List1. 2. 3. 4.

5.

6. 7.

8.

9. 10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Down

1. Stop you from reaching your goal.
2. Being relied on.
4. The most important things.
5. Things that are important in the way you live your 
life.
7. Feeling sure about yourself.
9. Being excited to do something.
10. Never giving up.
11. Making a promise.
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Personal Values Checklist
.......................

  Adaptability

  Assertiveness

  Cleanliness

  Collaboration

  Commitment

  Courage

  Creativity

  Dependability

  Determination

  Discipline

  Efficiency

  Endurance

  Equality

  Equanimity

  Fairness

  Family

  Flexibility

  Frugality

  Generosity

  Gratitude

  Hard work

  Honesty

  Humanity

  Improvement

  Integrity

  Loyalty

  Open-mindedness

  Perseverance

  Personal growth

  Punctuality

  Resourcefulness

  Selflessness

  Self-reliance

  Self-respect

  Support

  Sustainability

  Teamwork

  Trust

  Uniqueness

  Well-being
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Chidinma’s identity 
is affected by her 

opportunities, 
interests and 
experiences.

11

8

9

Answers will vary.

1. The actual quote 
is, “No, I am your 

father.”

2. The Monopoly 
Man does not have 

a monocle.

3. Bugs Bunny was 
actually part of the 

Looney Tunes.

4. Curious George 
never had a tail.

7

Xavier’s identity 
is affected by his 

family, culture and 
environment.

a) Memory Theory  

b) Body Theory

c) Body Theory

3.

Answers will vary.

1

2

3

4

5

6

C

E

A

B

F

D

a)  4 A, D

b)  4 B
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Your Personal Identity
1.  Put a checkmark (3) next to the answer that is most correct. 

 a) What TWO questions does your identity answer? Choose 2.

   A Who am I?

   B Where am I going?

   C What am I? 

   D Who will I become?

 b) What factor does NOT impact your identity?

   A family

   B weather

   C culture 

   D interests

a) Uzza once had a good experience with a police officer. Now she wants to work 

in security. 

  BODY THEORY   MEMORY THEORY    

b) Ha-rin plays soccer for her college team. She has played soccer since she was  
 very little. 

   BODY THEORY MEMORY THEORY       

c) Bruno cut his hand when he was little. Years later, he still has the scar. 

   BODY THEORY MEMORY THEORY    

2. Label each scenario as an example of the body theory or the memory theory.

EASY MARKING ANSWER KEY
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Your Personal Identity
The next step in creating a life plan is doing a self-

assessment. This means getting to know yourself. To do 

this, you must make your own personal identity. Personal 

identity is how you see yourself as different from others. 

This can change as you go through life. It adapts to your 

life experiences. Your identity will answer the questions 

“who am I?” and “who will I become?”

Identity is made by many factors in your life. Things like  

society and family. Like ethnicity and culture. Like environment 

and opportunities. Like media and interests. Like appearance, 

expression and experiences. Defining your personal identity 

helps you become a stronger person. You gain confidence in 

knowing your strengths and weaknesses. 

Identity Traits:

• Interests

• Likes & Dislikes

• Talents & Abilities

• Values & Beliefs

• Goals

Get to know you! List some of your strengths and weaknesses below.

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

Having a unique sense of self lets you stand  
out from your peers.
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Values are things you believe are important in the way you live your life. Values help 

decide your priorities. They help decide how to measure your life. They also differ from 

person to person. How do your values affect your life? Below is a list of values. Determine 

how important each are to you. Select very important, somewhat important, or not at all 

important for each value below.

15

How Important Are Values to You?

3

Commitment (Ex: making a promise)

 Very Important   Somewhat Important   Not at All Important

Passion (Ex: feeling strongly)

 Very Important   Somewhat Important   Not at All Important

Dependability (Ex: to be trusted)

 Very Important   Somewhat Important   Not at All Important

Honesty (Ex: telling the truth)

 Very Important   Somewhat Important   Not at All Important

Loyalty (Ex: being faithful)

 Very Important   Somewhat Important   Not at All Important

Efficiency (Ex: not being wasteful)

 Very Important   Somewhat Important   Not at All Important

Reliability (Ex: to give support)

 Very Important   Somewhat Important   Not at All Important

Optimism (Ex: feeling hopeful and confident)

 Very Important   Somewhat Important   Not at All Important

Positivity (Ex: being happy and joyful)

 Very Important   Somewhat Important   Not at All Important
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Personal Values Checklist
.......................

  Adaptability

  Assertiveness

  Cleanliness

  Collaboration

  Commitment

  Courage

  Creativity

  Dependability

  Determination

  Discipline

  Efficiency

  Endurance

  Equality

  Equanimity

  Fairness

  Family

  Flexibility

  Frugality

  Generosity

  Gratitude

  Hard work

  Honesty

  Humanity

  Improvement

  Integrity

  Loyalty

  Open-mindedness

  Perseverance

  Personal growth

  Punctuality

  Resourcefulness

  Selflessness

  Self-reliance

  Self-respect

  Support

  Sustainability

  Teamwork

  Trust

  Uniqueness

  Well-being


